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Mercy Women on the Global Stage

From the Principal (Acting)
OLMC is stronger and more resilient than ever
It’s hard to believe that this time last year, the country was experiencing devastating bushfires and then floods and a drought
wreaked havoc across regional Australia! We watched as the nation came together to support one another in these challenges
and, in doing so, highlighted what is good and strong in our community – a deep sense of shared purpose and a commitment
to the service of others and their wellbeing. We thought, initially, that these experiences would test us and then we would move
on. We understood vaguely that they had shaped us as a nation in some way, but no-one knew that this would become more
apparent as the year progressed.
Instead of returning to normal at the start
of the school year in 2020, we returned to
a developing global pandemic that has
tested us beyond our imaginations.
COVID 19 has challenged us, as did the
environmental distresses of 2019/2020,
and it has also brought out the best in us as
they did. We are stronger and more resilient
now as individuals and as a community
because we have focussed on our own and
each other’s safety and wellbeing.
On November 11 last year, as well as
acknowledging Remembrance Day,
we were unveiling and blessing the
beautiful Catherine McAuley Sculpture,
entitled “Come, sit awhile” by sculptor
Gael O’Leary. The commissioning of the
sculpture honoured 130 years of Mercy
education in Western Sydney.

Because of Venerable
Catherine McAuley, we are all here
as proud members of a strong and
thriving Mercy community.
Marie Wood, Principal (Acting)

On 11 November this year, we started
the day ‘sitting’ with Catherine and
participating in a meaningful prayer
service. This was followed by a Morning
Tea where staff came together to honour
the memory of Catherine McAuley on
the anniversary of her death on 11.11.1841.
We were joined by Sr Mary-Louise Petro,
Congregation Leader and members of the
Congregation of the Parramatta Sisters
of Mercy as we celebrated the legacy of
this remarkable Mercy woman. Because
of Catherine McAuley, we are all here as
proud members of a strong and thriving
Mercy community.
I would like to congratulate our Year
12 students who have now completed
their education at the College and
moved with dignity, “beyond the gates.”
The Graduation Assembly, held on 13
November, was a wonderful experience
of celebrating the achievements of all
graduates. Each student crossed the
stage to be acknowledged, and each did
so with graciousness and a smile! It was
a day of mixed emotions as the formal
conclusion to learning at OLMC was met
with relief and the sense of excitement
that finishing school activates. I spoke to

the Year 12 students of my admiration for
their resilience and persistence during a
year when synchronous and asynchronous
learning became part of our vocabulary
and toilet paper became the new precious
commodity! I know these strengths will
sustain them in their futures in ways they
cannot yet imagine! The world will be better
because of their contributions.
Completing the important events for Year
12 was their Formal which was held at
the Waterview Restaurant on Monday 16
November. Joy filled the evening and it was
certainly a fitting way to conclude their
year together.
In this year of ‘Dignity,’ we have
strengthened our Mercy educational
ministry. We resiliently persisted, knowing
that, in the words of Catherine McAuley: “if
we are humble and sincere, God will finish
in us the work He has begun. He never
refuses His grace to those who ask it.”
Stay safe and well everyone.
Mrs Marie Wood
Principal (Acting)
OLMC Parramatta
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Farewell to the Class of 2020
The College community bid the Class of
2020 farewell through a number of events.
After their final Assembly, the girls made
their way through the College grounds,
whilst being applauded by students and
staff. A sense of happiness was felt by
all as they sung the Alma Mater with
Mercy pride. The College congratulates
our graduates: your resilience, spirit and
passion is to be admired.
The Graduation Assembly marked the
end of the girls’ OLMC journey. Over
240 parents watched a livestream of the
assembly. Mrs Danielle McManus, Year
12 Pastoral Leader, in her farewell speech,
summed up the immense potential in all
the girls by quoting from a book by Kobi
Yamada: ‘You are the only you there ever
has been or ever will be,’ and because of
this ‘you have so much to offer.’ 

Wellbeing Week

Virtual Orientation for Year 7, 2021
During October and November, the
College ran the Virtual Orientation for
Year 7, 2021. Future Mercy Girls received
a Welcome Pack with craft and cooking
activities. The Orientation series was an
opportunity to connect and learn about the
Mercy journey they are about to commence
and featured livestreams, weekly video
messages from students and staff and
information emails. 

During September the College held the
annual Wellbeing Week - an initiative that
was especially important in this challenging
year. One of the activities girls engaged in
was walking the Mercy Labyrinth. Director of
Mission, Gabrielle Scanlon, said labyrinths
foster personal thought and reflection:
“They are used to meditate, pray, clear
minds, and seek answers to problems.
Popular with Catholics in the Middle Ages,
they were seen as an ancient form of walking
meditation and pilgrimage; one walked in
silence to become closer to God.” Other
activities throughout the week included
watching a Disney movie in the Edith Angel
Hall with some popcorn, a healthy breakfast
served by students and physical activities in
the Frances Kearney Playground. 

Celebration of Achievement
Ceremonies
In early November, all Year Groups had
the chance to recognise and celebrate
the achievements of Mercy Girls. Each
girl received a Certificate of Resilience
as recognition of her efforts to continue
learning in this challenging year.
Congratulations to all Mercy Girls who
received special awards. 

Celebrating World Teachers’ Day
To celebrate World Teachers’ Day, a special
Morning Tea was held in the Convent
Garden, providing a chance to recognise
the wonderful contributions that our
teachers make to our College. Staff enjoyed
cupcakes which were generously provided
by the Parents and Friends Association. 

R U OK Day

Father Daughter Liturgy
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The annual Father Daughter Liturgy took a
different form this year due to COVID-19.
Mercy Girls viewed the Online Liturgy
during Homeroom in September. It was a
lovely way to reflect on the role our fathers
play in our lives and to thank them. 

Year 11 Senior Retreat
The theme of the Year 11 Senior Retreat
drew on the words of Catherine McAuley:
“Speak as your mind directs and always
act with courage.” The Retreat enabled
the girls time to develop their relationship
with each other and with God. Students
engaged in activities designed to
encourage teamwork, collaboration and to
reflect on courage. 

R U OK Day is a national day of action
dedicated to reminding everyone to ask:
‘Are you ok?’ Held in September, the day
highlights the importance of ensuring each
person in our community feels connected
and supported. Our College staff, dressed
in the R U OK colour of yellow, greeted
students as they entered the College that
day, handing out R U OK wrist bands. 

Final Day of Term 4, 2020
Mercy Girls celebrated the last day of
the 2020 school year with a fun day of
activities. Christmas colours were the theme
for mufti day and funds were raised for
Jesuit Refugee Services (JRS). Activities
included a coin toss for chocolates, a prize
wheel, sporting challenges and instant
photo booths. The Mercy Spirit was felt by
all as the Alma Mater was sung. 

Christmas Spirit of Giving
Our Mercy Families have been giving
generously over the Christmas season,
putting Mercy into action. Many
contributions were made to our Annual
Vinnies Hampers which were distributed
through the North Rocks Vinnies volunteers.
The Cambodia Stall in November
raised over $800 which will be given
to communities in Cambodia when the
College undertakes the next Immersion.
Toiletries and gifts were also donated
for the Shoeboxes of Love - 200 of these
were donated to Jesuit Refugee Services,
Australian Refugee Volunteers and Women’s
Community Shelters at Penrith and Castle
Hill. OLMC families were also very generous
in supporting the Mercy Tree Christmas
Appeal. The proceeds of the Christmas Gift
Certificates went to support the work of the
Women’s Community Shelters.

Staying Covid Safe
The College Uniform Shop in Term 4 began
selling faces masks in the College colours.
Earlier in October, Clare House teachers
purchased special matching face masks
from the Hamlin Shop, which supports
Fairtrade producers in Ethiopia and the
work of Hamlin Fistula Ethiopia. 

Two Staff Members Celebrate
30 Years at the College
Traditionally on Mercy Day each year, longserving members of our Mercy staff would
be acknowledged publicly at the Assembly.
This year, these staff members were
recognised at smaller ceremonies.
Christine Hackett, our much-respected
Library Leader of Learning, and Poppy
Liangas, a valued Support Staff member,
were recognised for 30 years of loyal service
to our community. Principal (Acting) Marie
Wood said these Mercy women model grace
and dignity and a desire to be of service to
others: “we are grateful for your presence
and we thank you.” 

New Victoria Road Campus
In November, the College announced that
a nearby premises at 12 Victoria Road,
Parramatta has been leased. This will allow
us to extend our campus early in 2021. These
two floors will be particularly advantageous
for us as we commence the new Masterplan.
Principal (Acting) Marie Wood said that this
additional nearby space means that, instead
of utilising demountable classrooms onsite
during the building program, we will be able
to access two floors of learning spaces for
our students. 

Mercy Girl Graces Cover of Catholic
Outlook Magazine

In October the College Board
announced the appointment of the
highly qualified and extensively
experienced Catholic educator, Lucie
Farrugia, as the next College Principal
of OLMC Parramatta.
Lucie has more than 35 years’
experience in Catholic education
and is currently serving as the Acting
Principal of Christian Brothers’ High
School Lewisham. She previously held
leadership positions in curriculum,
pastoral care, communications and
development, and identity and
mission at St Patrick’s College in
Campbelltown and MLC Sydney.
She holds a Master of Educational
Leadership, a Bachelor of Education,
a Diploma of Teaching and Certificate
of Religious Education from the
Australian Catholic University. She
also holds a Certificate in School
Management and Leadership from
the Harvard Business School.
Lucie’s appointment follows an
independent recruitment process that
was very competitive with numerous
high-calibre candidates reflecting
the current strength and potential of
OLMC.
Ultimately, the Board selected Lucie
for a number of reasons including her
strong values and beliefs that align so
well to the Mercy Values and their role
in contemporary education, her broad
experience and success in leadership
and her vision for community
engagement within the school
community. The focus moving forward
will be to continue to enhance our
school, our academic and vocational
offerings, our community and most
importantly, our faith.
Lucie will commence in January 2021
and our community looks forward to
welcoming her in the new year.
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In December, Year 12 student Gabriella
Nimmo was featured on the cover of the
Parramatta Diocese’ Catholic Outlook
magazine.
Gabriella was
Liturgy Leader for
2019-2020 and it
was lovely to see
her on the cover as
part of a feature
on ‘Generation
Hope.’ 

New College Principal
Announced

The World at Her Feet:
Mercy Girl achieves top placing at
World Public Speaking and Debating Titles
In August, the College was delighted to announce that Yasmine Alwakal (Year 11) had taken the world by storm in the World
Individual Debating and Public Speaking Competition (WIDPSC), finishing in 10th place overall.
The Championships were due to be held
in Shanghai, China in April, however,
COVID-19 prevented the event from
going ahead. Fortunately, the titles were
rescheduled through Zoom and held from
14-24 August, 2020.
WIDPSC requires students to interact
and collaborate with like-minded peers
from diverse and different schools,
cultural backgrounds and countries. Each
participant must compete in four different
events: Debate, Impromptu Speaking,
Persuasive or After Dinner Speaking and
Interpretive Reading.

To reach the top 10 is an
amazing feat and Yasmine is
to be congratulated for the
effort she put into reaching
this exceptional level.
Mr Christopher Ostrowski,
Public Speaking Coordinator
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PICTURED:
Principal (Acting)
Mrs Marie Wood with
Yasmine Alwakal and Public
Speaking Coordinator
Mr Christopher Ostrowski

Performing in three out of four Grand
Finals throughout the weekend via Zoom,
Yasmine achieved the best result ever
achieved by an OLMC student!
Public Speaking Coordinator Mr
Christopher Ostrowski said there are very
few students who qualify for the World
Individual Debating and Public Speaking
titles: “Only students who are chosen in
their national team are able to progress
to the ‘Worlds’, and this process is both
rigorous and demanding. To then perform
with distinction against some of the
best student speakers around the world

provides a further challenge to those
who have already achieved a very high
level. The overall placings are decided on
performances in the early rounds and it
reflects Yasmine’s consistency that she was
placed 10th overall against approximately
60 excellent speakers.”
The College congratulates Yasmine and
wishes her the very best for the coming year
where she will continue in her leadership
role of Head Girl for 2020/2021.

Semester 2, 2020
Student Achievements
Elizabeth Wong, Saydie Frim and Charlotte
Duff (Year 11) participated in the Max
Potential Program, a youth development
program aimed at connecting secondary
school students with the local community.
Participants deliver a community service
project that will meet needs in their
local community. Charlotte produced a
resource hub for mental health services
for young people during COVID-19,
Elizabeth researched the effects of racism
in the community and Saydie focused on
cultural activities for elderly people from
the Lebanese community, to keep them
engaged during the pandemic.
Annabelle Ruskin (Year 11) received the
2020 Australian Olympic Committee’s
Olympic Change-Maker Award for
her efforts and commitment in Futsal.
The Change-Maker program provides
recognition and a voice to emerging
leaders. The Olympic movement celebrates
the values of excellence, friendship and
respect, and aims to build a better world
through sport.
Summer Giddings (Year 12) competed at
the NSW Cross Country Championships
in October, running in the Open Para
Women’s event and being awarded Open
Champion.
In late October, Year 11 student Riley
Rodewald was announced as a Blacktown
Council Youth Ambassador for 2020/2021.
Emily Orszulak and Olivia Nesci (both
Year 8) were chosen as finalists out of
over 600 entries in the Reconciliation Art
Competition. The awards ceremony, which
was held via Zoom, was attended by the
Hon. Don Harwin, NSW State Minister for
Aboriginal Affairs and the Arts and the
Hon. Sarah Mitchell, NSW State Minister for
Education and Early Childhood Learning.
The Mercy Girls’ artwork will be projected at
the Powerhouse Museum in Ultimo and at
the Museums Discovery Centre at Castle Hill.
Annoushka Maikap (Year 7) competed at
the Brett Ogle Junior Masters and ranked
6th in her category.

Year 12 Drama students Angela Younes and
Ellen Durbridge have been nominated for
OnSTAGE for their individual performances.
OnSTAGE is an exhibition of group and
individual performances by HSC Drama
students who have been deemed as
exemplary by NESA.
Summer Giddings (Year 12) was selected
as a finalist in the NSW Community Sports
Awards which recognise outstanding
achievements and contributions to
community sport in NSW.
Ellexis Hanley (Year 7) competed at the
State Irish Dancing Championships and
placed 5th, qualifying to compete at the
World Irish Dance Championships next
year. Rachel French (Year 9) came 2nd and
qualified for the World Championships in
her section. Former OLMC student Isabelle
Fitzpatrick also won her section and
qualified for the World Championships.
Annoushka Maikap (Year 7) provided
seven inspirational speeches for Student
Speak, the in-house platform where girls
can submit voluntary speeches for other
students to watch.
Sabrina Catania and Riley Rodewald (Year
11) and Maeve Nolan and Stephanie Ogle
(Year 10) competed in the Senior Australian
Debating and Public Speaking Titles
while Karshini Dahal (Year 9) and Sophie
Assaad, Avni Mathur and Tia Monga (Year
8) competed in the Junior counterpart
known as Speakfest.
Sharanya Kugan and Tia Monga (Year 8),
Anushka Palayanur (Year 9) and Sabrina
Catania, Anne Nguyen, Riley Rodewald
and Rose Parajuli (Year 11) competed in the
AHIGS Festival of Speech.
Three students reached the semi-finals
of the UN Voice Competition: Gabrielle
Fleming (Year 7), Ivana Stefanovski (Year 8)
and Jemima McKenna (Year 9).
Riley Rodewald (Year 11) was declared
Senior State Champion in the senior section
of the UN Voice Competition.
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Jennifer Wang (Year 7) won the World Junior Title in
the Speaking4thePlanet Competition against students
from nine participating countries. Only two students
from each state qualified for the Australian Titles and
only two progressed from there to the World event.
Jennifer’s achievement was even more noteworthy as
she competed against students up to Year 9.

Farewell Stephen Walsh
Stephen Walsh commenced as the tenth Principal of Our Lady of Mercy College Parramatta at the beginning of 2014, as the
community was beginning the College’s 125th anniversary celebrations. He was only the second lay Principal, following Mrs
Kitty Guerin, and he was the first male Principal of the College.
Mr Walsh’s Principalship was an exciting
time of growth and new beginnings for
the College.

Mercy Girls began wearing the new
uniform in 2019 and by January 2021, the
full changeover will be complete.

In 2015 Stephen supported the first ever
College Race Day to raise funds for
Cambodian projects, to be distributed by
that year’s group travelling to Cambodia
for the Immersion. The event was very
successful, raising over $30,000 for
these projects.

Stephen was passionate about expanding
our girls beyond what they knew they
could be, including through immersions
and international experiences. In 2016
Stephen joined the first College cultural
trip to the USA where Mercy Girls were
given multiple opportunities including
in dance and the arts. He travelled to
Vanuatu to investigate opportunities for
an immersion or exchange program
for staff in 2017 with the Vanuatu High
Commissioner and Catherine McAuley
Alumnae Award winner Jenny Da Rin.
In 2018 he travelled to Cape York to
lay the foundations for a future student
immersion; the first of these will take
place in 2021.

In 2016 Stephen oversaw the College’s
purchase of Roseneath Cottage, which is
now used as an administration building.
Demonstrating OLMC’s authentic culture
of stewardship of history, the building was
lovingly restored and was nominated for a
National Trust Award in 2019. The simple
yet elegant sandstone brick cottage
was built in 1837 and is considered to
be one of the best surviving examples
of a colonial cottage exterior in the
Parramatta/Cumberland area.
In February 2017, Stephen officially
opened the Ailsa Mackinnon Community
Centre, the final building project of
the previous Masterplan (2008-2018).
‘Expanding beyond what we know we
can be,’ a phrase made famous by the
artwork of an American Sister of Mercy,
was etched on the side of the building
and it became our College’s focus
from this point onward. Stephen led the
consultation and development of the
following Masterplan. Preliminary work
has begun on this, but major work has
been delayed due to the pandemic.
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In 2018, the Vertical House System
was introduced. This was one of the
biggest and most significant changes
to the structure of the College. Also
that year, Mr Walsh instigated the
commencement of consultation
for the creation of a new
College uniform. The uniform
that emerged from this process
marked a significant change and
a return to the Marian, Mercy
colour of blue. This was the first
uniform change in over 25 years.

Stephen had high aspirations for all our
Mercy Girls and a clear vision of the
qualities of an OLMC graduate: “If I was
to describe the character of an OLMC girl
into the future she would be self-directed

and productive with strong leadership
skills. She would recognise that she has
both personal and social responsibilities
and be able to apply her Mercy Values in
the context of her contemporary world.”
Stephen believed Mercy women could
change the world. In his graduation
address in 2019, he invited the graduating
class to follow in the footsteps of Sisters
of Mercy Foundress, the Venerable
Catherine McAuley: “As Mercy women,
you are invited to see, with the same clear
vision of our foundress, the situations in
our world that need you to improve the
quality of life of the many in need. As
Mercy women, you leave OLMC with
courage, confidence and tenacity and I
know that each of you, in your own way,
will make a difference. This is your destiny!
You Mercy women are our future – you
will make decisions and lead lives that
will have a lasting impact, not just within
your families but also within society and
beyond. Remember the words inscribed in
our main reception: Our name is Mercy,
our spirit is Compassion.”

If I was to describe the character
of an OLMC girl into the future she
would be self-directed and productive
with strong leadership skills. She would
recognise that she has both personal
and social responsibilities and be able
to apply her Mercy Values in the context
of her contemporary world.
Stephen Walsh, OLMC Principal (2014-2020)
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Going Virtual in 20
OLMC Parramatta is well known for its extensive series of showcases and events held
each year. This year was no exception as students shared their creativity and passion at
the OLMC HSC Virtual Showcase, launched on 21 September.
2020 was certainly a year of doing things differently! Schools around the globe had to respond to
a rapidly changing environment. Amidst the COVID-19 outbreak, many schools turned to online
events to connect with their communities, while safely adhering to social distancing. It is true to
say that the pandemic has caused us all to pivot, but for the Year 12 students completing their final
year, it has added another layer of complexity and challenge.
The HSC Virtual Showcase allowed parents, students and the wider OLMC community to
experience the exceptional talent and creativity of our Year 12 students from the comfort of their
own homes. Featuring our Year 12 students displaying and performing their Major Works and
Projects from Dance, Design & Technology, Drama, English Extension II, Music, Society & Culture
and Visual Arts, the Showcase is just one example of how OLMC responded to the challenge.
The work performed and showcased represented the culmination of our students’ learning, skills,
creativity and achievements in their chosen disciplines. A completed Major Work or project is the
result of a strong partnership between students, teachers and families. It is not easy to convey the
intricate details involved in creating these works, but it is hoped that the effort that has gone into
the projects is appreciated and celebrated. Our students produced remarkable pieces, despite the
obstacles encountered. Congratulations to all our students and their teachers.
The OLMC Virtual Showcase is accessible through the College website:
www.olmc.nsw.edu.au/hsc-showcase/

Prize winners for the 2020 OLMC Virtual Showcase include:
Chantelle Murray: Principal’s Choice Award
Deanna Samios: Principal’s Choice Award
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I am always amazed at the innovative and
creative ideas that the Design and Technology
students bring to the classroom. They have
remained positive and resilient and have
embraced every challenge head on.

4

Ms Bernadette Huang, TAS Teacher

1. Chantelle Murray - Loci Insecta
(Principal’s Choice Award)
2. Madelyne Su - Floww
3. Dominique Mossman - The Body
Says What Words Cannot
4. Warsha Warakapola - Light in
Motion
5. Ashley Cagauan - The Year of
Earthly Delights
6. Joyce Mok - Xiang Gong Hei Bao
Shi Jian (Hong Kong in Crisis)
7. Michaela De Leon - Portrait of
Taal Volcano
8. Rhea Sanjay - A Reflection of
Man in a Landscape

5

6

7

8
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1. Sanna Aggarwal - Continuum
2. Mila Purkovic - Her Beauty and Terror
3. Deanna Samios - Every-Wear
(Principal’s Choice Award)
4. Jasmine Bird - Let’s Connect
Activity Book
5. Tara Wall - Blue
6. Abigail Birgen - The Face of Herstory
7. Lara Selby - Mister A (Multi-sensory
teaching assistant)
8. Jaimee Abrahams - Bush Regeneration

6

7

Growing up I loved watching Rowan Atkinson’s
performance of ‘Mr Bean.’ He was my greatest inspiration for
my HSC performance. Atkinson’s approach to acting as a
speechless, comical and unusual character brings out unique
attitudes and behaviours that make me laugh.
(Angela Younes, Year 12 Drama Student)
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Mercy Day
through the Ages

Mercy Day is a wonderful
celebration of who we are
as a Mercy community.
Marie Wood, Principal (Acting)

Mercy Day is close to the hearts of Mercy Girls past and present. It is usually held on the Friday closest to 24 September.
This date is the Feast of Our Lady of Mercy and the date that Catherine McAuley opened the doors to her House of Mercy
on Baggot Street in Dublin in 1827. Mercy Day is the most special day of the College calendar and it is often cited among our
graduating girls’ fondest memories of their time here at OLMC. Like all aspects of life at the College, it has changed over the
years, but remained always a treasured community celebration.
2020 was unprecedented in so many ways
and indeed Mercy Day at OLMC was no
exception.
Mercy Day was celebrated on Tuesday
22 September. Mercy Girls wore bright
pink and red attire to school to symbolise
the theme of ‘From the Heart.’ During
Homeroom, the girls took part in a Liturgy
where they engaged in activities around
this theme. These included writing postcards
to students from Sacred Heart College
in Kyneton, Victoria (a Mercy school that
had been in Stage 4 lockdown) as well as
to our new students who will be starting
high school at OLMC in 2021. Money was
raised for Mercy Works, the development
arm of the Sisters of Mercy in Australia and
Papua New Guinea. Mercy Works partners
with marginalised communities in Papua
New Guinea, Timor-Leste and Australia to
promote justice and self-reliance. On this
day, the College community raised $2500
which will be donated to women’s projects
in Papua New Guinea.
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College Chaplain Father Walter Fogarty
provided a thoughtful reflection on the
Gospel reading, Sister Mary-Louise Petro,
Congregation Leader of the Sisters of
Mercy, sent her good wishes and Mr Paul

Witney transformed a prayer written by
the Sisters of Mercy of the Americas into
a beautiful song which was recorded and
performed by students. Mercy Girls made
origami hearts and wrote their hopes on
sticky hearts to hang up in the playground.
The liturgy was a rich reminder of our strong
Mercy heritage on Mercy Day.

2020 has been a year that has
presented challenges to us all. This
year demonstrated our resilience
and our ability to ‘get on with it.’ I
have never been more proud to be
a member of the Mercy community
at large, and also our local Mercy
school community.
Gabrielle Scanlon, Director of Mission

Over the years, Mercy Day has changed.
In the earlier days, the equivalent of Mercy
Day involved attending Mass on the Feast
of Our Lady of Mercy. This honouring of
such an important feast has continued
to anchor our celebrations of this annual

community day. The location has varied
too for the celebrations: it has been held
everywhere from the College grounds
and Parramatta Oval to the Vinegar Hill
Woolshed and even Jamberoo Recreation
Park (for the College’s celebration of our
125th year anniversary).
Ex-students have fond memories of the
Mercy Day Mass and celebrations. Trish
Ireland (Ryan) from the Class of 1995
recalls having fun at Vinegar Hill: “I
remember the bush dances, the Mass
and singing the Alma Mater. We had
the freedom to dance and sing in a very
lively way and it was always a special,
memorable day. This highlight of the school
year made us feel proud to be connected to
the Sisters of Mercy and all they have done
for girls’ education. It was a chance for our
Mercy community to focus on the values
of Catherine McAuley and to celebrate
our history and everything special about
belonging to our community.”
Katie Geering (Scanlon) from the Class of
1997 remembers singing the Alma Mater
at the Woolshed: “You wouldn’t stop
smiling all day because we had loads of
fun coming together as a community –
different Year Groups, friendship groups

and ages. There was always lots of singing
and it was truly a highlight of the College
calendar. I also remember going to
listen to the announcement of the 2000
Olympics on Mercy Day one year!” Kate
believes the College celebrates Mercy Day
in this way because we are proud of being
a Mercy school which is rich in tradition,
faith and history.
Emily Dwyer was Assistant Head Girl in
2017 and she loved Mercy Day because
it was an opportunity to have fun and
celebrate with the school community: “My
favourite memory was when we went to
Jamberoo for the 2014 Mercy Day: we
had the whole place to ourselves! Mercy
Day reminds us of what makes OLMC
so special - our traditions that span back
generations, our close ties to our values
and our Mercy spirit.”

As the saying goes, the more things
change, the more they stay the same.
The College is immensely proud of its
rich heritage and long history. OLMC has
many reasons to celebrate and each year,
the opportunity to come together as a
community on this special day, will forever
be treasured.

Mercy Day reminds us of what
makes OLMC so special. Even my
Mum talks about how Mercy Day
was the best day of the school year.
It’s an experience that we now can
share - though we attended the
school decades apart!
Emily Dwyer, Class of 2017
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Learning through the
COVID-19 has had a massive impact on a global scale. Millions of people have died much earlier than
they should have, many people have lost their jobs, whilst others have been isolated from their loved
ones. While there are far-reaching negative implications of the pandemic, and we should not, in any way,
make light of these implications, we should also consider what we have learnt and how we can continue
to move forward from experiencing this ‘once in a lifetime’ event.
Social distancing, isolation and
quarantining are words that are frequent
in our vocabulary today. They are methods
that have been used in the past to contain
a viral outbreak. Going back into the
history books, the Spanish Flu, which
occurred immediately after World War
I, can teach us a lot about the current
COVID-19 situation.
Technology, in particular the way
information is communicated, has certainly
assisted in the fight against the pandemic.
Information is readily available and
accessible to us whether it be through the
instantaneous nature of social media, or
other channels including television, radio
and print journalism.
While the word ‘unprecedented’ has been
overused in recent months, it continues to
be appropriate for the period of disruption
that we have experienced in education
in 2020. COVID-19 has brought unique
challenges to learning and teaching in
our schools.
Schools have needed to respond quickly
and establish new and innovative ways
of teaching. Students have also needed
to respond, become more resilient and
more adaptable to different methods of
learning. At OLMC, the learning practices
undertaken this year have far exceeded
all expectations. Collaboration was
paramount amongst staff, and our College
community worked tirelessly to bring about
our remote learning package.
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Positive things have come from the
pandemic, and one of those is a greater
appreciation for the importance of schools
and teachers. As parents struggled to work
with their children learning from home due
to school closures, public recognition of
the essential caretaking role schools play
in society has skyrocketed. Society has
realised how valuable the institution of
school is and the invaluable role teachers
play in student wellbeing.
For now, it is important that we do not
dismiss the creative thought processes that

PICTURED: Chloe Skinner,Year 7

have emerged from 2020. Innovation has
been fast tracked in an environment that
previously only existed in our imaginations.
It has fundamentally changed the way
we deliver education. If we can capture
and share these changes, we will reap the
benefits for the future.
During the year, OLMC put out a social
media post calling all budding writers to
submit a piece to the Sydney Morning
Herald describing their thoughts and
feelings about remote learning. Some of
these submissions are below.

Chloe Skinner (Year 7)
For the last three weeks my family and I
have been stuck at home. It was hard at
first, but I adapted quickly and started to
fall into a routine. In the beginning, I didn’t
like working from home. It is my first year
of high school - only eight weeks in to be
exact! I wanted to be opening my locker
and going from class to class but I couldn’t
do that, so I just had to adapt. I’ve learnt to
be resilient, communicate better, use critical
thinking, and be adaptable in hard times.
For me, the best part of learning remotely
is working at my own pace and flexibly on
subjects as well as working individually
and just getting on with things. It gave me
a lot of time to focus on my assessments
without distraction. I’ve struggled not
seeing my best friends - it’s super hard.
School is awesome but what makes it
more enjoyable is having your friends with
you - Facetime just isn’t the same. The skills
I’ve learnt have helped me cope with this
difficult time. Utilising these techniques has
helped me adjust to our new way of life.

Hayli Sayan (Year 7)
COVID-19 has caused chaos and confusion
to my high school life. Starting high school
was a big challenge. I had to learn how
to navigate a new school, friends and
subjects. Fast forward to mid-Term 2,
and I was faced with further challenges.
Collectively, we had to learn how to
navigate our learning within a new system,
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and this proved to be challenging again.
Working remotely has challenged me to be
more organised and to work independently.
These were skills I was hoping to acquire in
my years at high school.

Isabella Samaha (Year 7)
If someone last year told me that 2020
will be dominated by fires, floods and a
pandemic, I would’ve laughed and thought
they had some imagination. But here we
are, only allowed outside if necessary.
When we were first told we would be
staying home indefinitely, I was excited.
This new world sounded awesome! But then
we were told we had to do online learning,
which surprisingly, turned out to be quite
fun once I got used to it. What I like about
this new way of learning is that you can
choose what subjects you do for the day,
and how long you do them. Whilst I would
love to lounge around in my pyjamas all
day, I still get dressed and ready every
morning. Being visible on Zoom meetings is
a great motivator for that!
Despite my eventual enjoyment of online
learning, it was not without hiccups and
challenges, particularly in the first week.
I found it hard to focus and not get
distracted whilst surrounded by four other
people working and studying in my house.
Although we can still email our teachers, it
can be hard to say what you want, clearly,
in writing (something I should probably
work on). I’ve found I had to really work on
my self-motivation and time management,
to ensure I got through all my work,
including the bits I don’t like or want to do.
I also have to admit, I have been on my
social media more as I can’t see any of my
friends and still want to talk to them. Even
though there are many disadvantages in
this, I prefer to look at the bright side and
remember that by staying home, we are
keeping everyone safe and healthy. Most
importantly I am spending more time with
family, having game and movie nights,
which I will treasure forever. Oh, and the
sleep-ins are a bonus!

e Pandemic
Ex-student Works to Bring
Australians Home
Jenny Da Rin, Class of 1981
Deputy Head of COVID-19 Coordination
Unit, Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade
Ex-student Jenny Da Rin has been working
on the pandemic response since March. It is
the largest and most complex crisis she has
experienced in her lifetime.
“Helping Australians overseas has been
DFAT’s highest priority and the focus of the
largest consular response in our history. By
November 2020, over 410,000 Australians
and Australian residents had returned
home since March. DFAT has assisted many
of them to return. We have also worked on
securing medical supplies and protective
equipment for Australia, helped keep trade
and transport links open, advocated for
equitable access to vaccines, and provided
information on other countries’ experience
to inform government decision making.
The global COVID situation is very
challenging, with the number of cases
world-wide still rising rapidly. Australia is
recognised globally as a success story.
We have had outbreaks, and tragically
loss of life, but overall we are succeeding
in suppressing COVID-19. The health and
border defences introduced in March have
been important to that success. But so too
has cooperation between governments,
business and the community. Everyone has
played their part.

Innovation has been fast-tracked.
It has fundamentally changed the
way we deliver education.
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COVID has had a massive impact on all
of us, disrupting our work and study, our
routines, our relationships and most of
all our ability to move freely. There is no
doubt it has been tough, but Australia’s
success depends on each of us doing our
bit to keep all of us safe. Australians are
incredibly resilient and adaptable. Students
have had to adapt to remote learning,
adults to remote work. I’ve had to learn how
to use Zoom, Webex and other technology,
and my elderly mum has too, to keep in
touch with family when visits haven’t been
possible. Not being able to travel, even to
work, has connected us more with home
and with our neighbours. Some of these
changes are positive and I hope they
will endure.”

A Haven and a Sanctuary for Women and Children
Mercy Tree Annual Appeal
In 2020/2021, donations from the Mercy Tree Appeal will go to The Sanctuary - Castle Hill Women’s Community Shelter and
The Haven - Penrith Women’s Community Shelter.
The Mercy Tree is a social justice initiative
of the College which symbolises the
growth of commitment to Mercy Values
in the students at OLMC and our broader
community. For the past two years, the
Mercy Tree Appeals have supported the
Parramatta Women’s Community Shelter.
Principal (Acting) Marie Wood says that
Women’s Community Shelters is such a
worthwhile cause for our community to get
behind and show their support: “We are
wholeheartedly committed to seeing the
Shelters benefit from our donations and we
realise the importance of this initiative. We
know our community will get behind the
2020/2021 campaign to ensure the shelters
operate at full potential to help as many
families as possible.”

Annabelle Daniel, CEO of Women’s
Community Shelters, says that both The
Sanctuary – Castle Hill Women’s Shelter
and The Haven – Penrith Women’s Shelter
have done critical work supporting
women and children during the COVID-19
pandemic, a time of escalated violence
in the home for many: “Each service has
made extraordinary efforts over the course
of this year to continue to provide their
much-needed services with safety, against
a backdrop of fewer fundraising events to
assist in generating the funds they need
to operate.”
“It’s so wonderful that OLMC has chosen
these shelters to support through their
Mercy Tree Appeal this year. The OLMC
community embodies the spirit in which

our shelters operate – generosity, giving,
and thoughtfulness. It’s the social inclusion
and support that women and children feel
from the communities that assist them to
make a true difference to their futures,” said
Annabelle Daniel.
WCS works with local communities to
provide safe havens for women and their
children. WCS offers vulnerable women at
risk of homelessness or domestic violence
shelter, active case management, support,
dignity, self-esteem and a chance to
start anew, through the establishment,
operation and/or supervision and support
of Women’s Community Shelters and
transitional housing.
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By supporting this cause, we are carrying on the legacy of
the Sisters of Mercy and Catherine McAuley, who opened their
hearts to the disadvantaged and marginalised.
Marie Wood, Principal (Acting) OLMC

Mercy Tree Donor Profile
Clare Jackson
Since 2014, ex-student Clare Jackson (Class of 1968) has been
donating every year to the OLMC Mercy Tree. Without generous
regular donors like Clare, the College would not be able to have
such a significant impact on the lives of those in our community
who need it most.
Clare says that her ongoing donation is in memory of her parents;
“I am following their good example of giving regularly to a special
cause. I am ever grateful for the sacrifices my parents made for me to
enjoy the privilege of a Mercy education.”
Before coming to OLMC, Clare lived with her parents in Papua New
Guinea. She was very pleased to be able to go to OLMC as a boarder:
“Mum later told me that Dad didn’t want me to go because he was
worried I’d be homesick, but I just thrived in the atmosphere and the
expectations of the Sisters and other teachers!
Her life path led her to the Murray River where she worked as a Skipper
and Engineer on the paddleboats (after raising a family and working in
a number of other careers): “When I started working on the river, there
weren’t many women around, and the ‘boys’ took a while to believe I
was genuine, but I persevered and was rewarded with great support
and encouragement. When they found out I’d been to a ‘Ladies’
College, the boys said the Nuns would be shocked to hear what I was
doing, but I replied that I thought they would have been proud of me
for following my dream and working hard to achieve it.”
In 2003, Clare was employed as Engineer/Mate of the PaddleBoat
Coonawarra near Mildura: “During that time, I was involved in building
my own paddleboat Murrundi, and I spent the next 10 years travelling
the rivers, working casually on boats and farms as required to pay for
the next lot of fuel! It was a wonderful life and I was lucky to be part of
the great River Family. Sadly, for health reasons, I have had to leave
the Murrundi (in very good hands), but I still get to go for trips with the
current owners periodically!” Clare is now retired on the NSW/Victoria
border at a place called Barham.
The College is incredibly thankful to Clare
for her continued generosity.

The Sisters and other teachers
prepared us for life, not just for
exams! I am ever grateful to many
special people who believed in
me and encouraged me.
Clare Jackson (Class of 1968)
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Mercy Women
on the Global Stage
At OLMC, we strive to expand beyond what we know we can be. Mercy Girls are given the skills, education and confidence
to pursue their dreams – whatever path that might be. For many ex-students, their careers take them beyond our borders.
It is always wonderful to learn of the determination, grit, hard work, resilience and self-belief of Mercy Girls as they step up
to the global stage in their field of choice.
Isabel Nelson, Class of 2009

What path did you take to get to where you are currently?

What work are you currently undertaking?

My interest in languages began back in Year 11, when I chose to
study French Beginners. After the HSC, I enrolled in a Bachelor of
Arts at the University of Sydney, with a major in French Studies. As
a part of the degree, I went on exchange to a University in Lyon,
France in 2012. I soon became enamoured with France and after
a year, I was certain that I wanted to stay in Europe long-term and
work in a multilingual, international environment. I was however,
unsure of the area of work or study that I wanted to pursue.

Since July 2018, I have been working as a Junior Relations
Officer and Editor at the International Labour Organization (ILO)
in Geneva, Switzerland. My role involves editing and drafting
various documents in English, French and Spanish – the three
official languages of the ILO. The documents range from official
correspondence for signature by the Director-General, to various
communications and support documents which are used for official
ILO meetings.

I feel very lucky to have the
freedom to choose my own path.
Isabel Nelson, Class of 2009

In 2014, I opted for a change of scene and headed to Santiago,
Chile, where I volunteered in a school for children with special
needs, as a part of an NGO called VE Global. This was an enriching
and challenging experience which also allowed me to master my
command of Spanish. Casting my gaze back towards Europe, I
applied for a Masters in Translation at the University of Geneva,
which was renowned for its Translation Faculty. After sitting the
entrance exams, I was accepted and began studying in September
2016. In June 2018, I finished the Masters Programme and very
shortly after, was offered my current position at the ILO.
What advice would you give to a Mercy Girl graduating
from OLMC?
Pursue studies that interest you, as personal motivation is a major
factor that will help you to achieve your goals. At the same time,
do not worry if you are still unsure of what you want to do. It is
important to remain open-minded to different possibilities. University
is a wonderful place to learn and grow, but it is not the only way to
do so.

Stephanie Symmons, Class of 2012
What work did you do at the UN in Geneva?
In 2018, I was an intern with the Australian Permanent Mission to the
United Nations in Geneva for the duration of the 39th Human Rights
Council (HRC) session. My role involved supporting the Australian
Human Rights Team to advance Australia’s national interests and
human rights objectives in the context of the Council. My work
consisted of preparatory research, compiling data on resolutions,
and lots of note-taking and reporting on the various negotiations,
dialogues and debates that occurred. Alongside my fellow interns,
I was essentially Australia’s ‘eyes and ears,’ documenting the
activities of the Council.
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The most memorable elements of the work were the opportunities
to attend negotiations related to my interest in gender rights, the
chance to deliver a statement on behalf of Australia, and the
overall exposure to the politics that shape cooperation at the
United Nations.

Isabel Nelson at the International
Labour Organization (ILO) in
Geneva, Switzerland.
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Stephanie Symmons at the
Australian Permanent Mission to
the United Nations in Geneva.
Vapar co-founders Amanda
Siqueira and Michelle Aguilar.

What was your path to the United Nations?
My studies included a Bachelor of Global Studies (UTS) and a
Master of International Relations (UNSW). I applied for the role
through the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs.
What advice would you give to a Mercy Girl graduating
from OLMC?
It is completely okay to be unsure about what it is you want to
do beyond school. I think if you apply yourself fully to pursuits
that interest, motivate and inspire you, then career prospects will
naturally follow.

Amanda Siqueira and Michelle Aguilar, Class of 2008
Mercy Girls Amanda Siqueira and Michelle Aguilar from the Class
of 2008 are going from strength to strength, and are ready to take
their engineering start-up, VAPAR, international!
Their company uses artificial intelligence and machine learning tools
to find faults in sewerage and storm water pipes, an investigation
which traditionally would have involved someone strapping a
camera to a remote-control car to capture images. Founded in 2018,
their start-up has secured grants and small investments. Michelle
shared her journey and thoughts with us:

booklets, I knew that was what I wanted to do. During our courses
and after graduating, we both worked in our respective fields which
was crucial to building up our industry and business skills as well as
engineering know-how ahead of starting our business.
What are your international plans for your company?
We are currently working across Australia and New Zealand. We
are planning to grow our footprint in these countries while also
setting up a UK branch, ahead of breaking into the US market.
What advice would you give to Mercy Girls interested in science or
starting their own business?
Think practically. Many of the barriers to entry for both engineering
and business will fall away if you are adaptable and determined.
We were two Mercy Girls who took a measured approach to see
if we could solve an industry problem, and once we saw that we
could, we threw ourselves into it. Use your networks and ask all the
questions!
How would you describe an OLMC education?
Our experience at OLMC was one of support - we were all in it
together! OLMC also had lots of extra-curricular activities which
helped us become well-rounded, connected individuals.

What led you down this path?
Amanda and I took very similar subjects in Years 11 and 12. They’re
the ones you would expect of engineers - Extension Maths, Physics
and Chemistry. Amanda and I both have engineers in our family
which also helped us to understand what to expect. I always had
a fascination with electronics, machines and automation. When
I found Mechatronic Engineering in one of the university course

Apply yourself fully to pursuits that
interest, motivate and inspire you, then
career prospects will naturally follow.
Stephanie Symmons, Class of 2012
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Stephanie Symmons at the
United Nations in Geneva

OLMC Alumnae
History of the Alumnae Association
At OLMC Parramatta, the tradition of an Alumnae began in 1922 when Dorrie Murphy convinced Mother Francis
to support the foundation of the Ex-students Association.
In this long history, many Committees of
ex-students have dedicated themselves
to ensuring that school friendships and
connections to their alma mater could be
nourished and maintained. In the decades
before mobile phones and social media,
various functions were organised to bring
together ex-students of all eras to reminisce
and celebrate achievements, and to raise
funds for the charitable works of the
Sisters of Mercy Parramatta.
Over many years the enthusiastic
Committees organised events to bring
ex-students back to their alma mater. Two
long standing functions were the Annual
Reunion Day held in September near the
feast of Our Lady of Mercy (24 September)
and, until the 1980s, a Debutante Ball.
During 2004, the Sisters of Mercy
Parramatta decided to establish a College
Board to guide OLMC into the future on
their behalf. This structural re-organisation
required the re-writing of the constitutions
for both the Parents and Friends and
Ex-Students Associations to now come
under under the direct responsibility of the
College Board.
The inaugural Alumnae meeting in 2004
was held in the Convent in the area now
called the Catherine McAuley Rooms, and
the first Committee was elected under the
Presidency of Jill Fogarty (Class of 1964).
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At that time, Sr Ailsa Mackinnon arranged
for a member of staff, Mrs Bibby Brooks,

to liaise with the Committee and assist
in various ways such as keeping track of
contact details and booking areas of the
school so that gatherings could take place
at the College.
After five years of various Committeeorganised events, the decision was made to
focus the committee members’ energy on
holding the Annual Reunion. Subsequently,
the size and scope of the reunions has
developed. Initially, Mass in the Chapel was
followed by a light lunch held outdoors in
the Convent garden.
In 2010, a decision was made to hold a
celebration for those ex-students who had
graduated before 1950. A light sit-down
lunch in the Catherine McAuley Rooms
was set up for about 40 senior members
attending as special guests, along with
alumnae members from more recent
years. On this occasion, a tradition was
re-introduced of having current students
provide hospitality and support. In previous
decades, this tradition of hospitality had
been provided by the Boarders.
At the 2010 Mass, the tradition began of
bringing “artefacts” or symbols of meaning
from our school days to incorporate into
the Liturgy at the beginning of Mass. One
memorable symbol on this occasion was
the Common-sense Cookery Books in use
when Sr M Gregory taught Home Science
at the College. Over the years, many
items such as uniforms, lesson books and

graduation programs have been laid
at the altar and they are often gifted to the
College Archives afterwards.
From the beginning, the singing of the Alma
Mater had been part of every reunion.
As the 2010 meal drew to a close, one
of the senior guests, Joanne CallinanRobertson (Class of 1949), a gifted pianist,
moved to the piano at the back of the room
and began to play. Everyone stood, joined
hands as per our custom and began
to sing.
The venue for Reunion lunches has
changed over time. We used the Year 12
Common Room and courtyard when the
Janet Woods Building was finished. Then, in
2014, with over 200 Alumnae gathering to
mark the College’s 125 year anniversary, we
moved into the Edith Angel Hall. This was a
great space to enjoy refreshments, hold the
AGM, and above all, it was a place to sit or
mingle with others.
In recent years, the Student Leadership
Team members have acted as hostesses
throughout the day and joined with great
enthusiasm in singing the Alma Mater with
Alumnae members.
Today, the OLMC Parramatta Alumnae
continues to grow in partnership with the
College community. School based events
are jointly planned and conducted by
the Alumnae Committee and College
staff. Examples of events involving the
College Alumnae include Open Day, the
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Year 12 Graduation Assembly (where
the Alumnae presents the recipients of
the Catherine McAuley Alumnae Award
and the OLMC Dux based on school
assessment) and the Welcome to the
Alumnae event. In this way, current
students not only see the Alumnae as
a meaningful component of College
life, but also begin their association
with the OLMC Alumnae tradition that
commenced generations ago in 1922.
Christine Robertson (Zadro 1970)
OLMC Alumnae President
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OLMC Alumnae
Reunion Day
Milestone Groups – Double Celebration for the 2021 Reunion Day
An Alumnae Milestone Year is a class group who graduated from the College 10, 20,
30, 40, 50 or 60 years ago, having completed either the Leaving Certificate or the HSC.
It includes all students from each cohort who left school after the Intermediate or School
Certificate examinations.
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Due to the postponement of our 2020 Reunion Day, the Alumnae Committee has
planned to extend a special welcome in September 2021 to Alumnae from two cohorts
of Milestone Year Groups. This will include ex-students from 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980,
1990, 2000, 2010 as well as students from 1951, 1961, 1971, 1981, 1991, 2001 and 2011.

SAVE THE DATE
Alumnae Reunion
Day 2021
Sunday 12 September 2021

OLMC Alumnae News

OLMC Alumnae
Opportunities
50 Year
Milestone Reunion
NEW DATE
Was 1970/1968 your final year
at OLMC?
You are warmly invited to the 50
Year Reunion happening in 2021!
Save the (new) Date:

Saturday 17 April 2021
Join the Facebook group:
OLMCPARRAMATTA 50 years
Reunion
Spread the word and check
the College’s social media and
Alumnae eNews for more details.

Planning a Class Reunion?

Help is on hand!
Groups of ex-students are
welcome to use the Annual
Reunion Day as the focus to
organise and motivate a class
group get-together.
Reunion Day offers a convenient
and memorable location at minimal
cost and fuss for organisers and
participants alike.
Looking to expand your contact
list for a class group reunion?
The College Development Officer
can arrange a search of the
Alumnae database.
Contact Susan Giacomelli at
susan.giacomelli@olmc.nsw.edu.au.

OLMC Parramatta
Mercy Scholarships
for Alumnae
OLMC Alumnae members who
intend to enrol a family member
at OLMC in coming years are
encouraged to consider applying
for the Mercy Scholarship for
Alumnae. Please visit the College
website for application eligibility
and details.
Applications for Year 7, 2022
Mercy Scholarships close on
Friday 12 February, 2021.

Connect with Your Alma Mater
Stay up to date with College events and
news by visiting our website and following
us on social media.

Website

olmc.nsw.edu.au

Facebook

facebook.com/olmcparramatta

Twitter

twitter.com/OLMCParramatta

Instagram

instagram.com/olmc_parramatta

Linkedin

linkedin.com/school/olmcparramatta/
Update your details to ensure you receive
news from the College by visiting the website
and completing the Alumnae Update Form
(which can be found on the Alumnae page).
Let us know your news! Email alumnae@
olmc.nsw.edu.au with details about
upcoming reunions (including RSVP contact
details), news of professional achievements
and personal celebrations as they occur.
Don’t forget also to send photos of your Class
Reunions for inclusion in the OLMsCene
magazine and the Alumnae E-News.

In the words of Venerable
Catherine McAuley:
“…no act of charity can be
more productive or good to
society, or more conducive
to the happiness of the poor
and needy, than the careful
instruction of women… since
whatever be the station they
are destined to fill, their
example and advice will always
possess influence…”
As beneficiaries of a Mercy
education, we all carry values to
be compassionate, to lead with
courage and act justly, and most
importantly to make a difference
in whatever sphere of life we have
chosen.
The Alumnae Committee are
seeking nominations of OLMC
Parramatta ex-students who
deserve to be acknowledged for
making a difference to those whose
lives she touches – through her
leadership, example, innovation
or creativity; her participation
in activities motivated by Mercy
Values; or through voluntary work
or her chosen profession.
We urge all Alumnae to read the
nomination details on the College
website and consider making a
nomination.
For assistance or questions
regarding a nomination, please
contact the Alumnae Committee
by emailing alumnae@olmc.nsw.
edu.au or phoning the College
Development Officer, Susan
Giacomelli, on 8838 1201.
Nominations close 31 July 2021.
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The College has a Development Officer
who works with the Alumnae. Alumnae
are welcome to get in touch with Susan
Giacomelli for assistance completing the
update form or to help gather contact details
for a reunion. Phone Susan Giacomelli
on 8838 1201 or email her on
susan.giacomelli@olmc.nsw.edu.au.

2021
Catherine McAuley
Alumnae Award
Nominations

OLMC Alumnae
News
OLMC Alumnae Awarded Medal
of the Order of Australia (OAM)
The College congratulates ex-student
Mrs Cathy Milgate (Maley, Class of
1965) on her award of the Medal of the
Order of Australia (OAM).
Cathy is a phenomenal example of a Mercy
woman putting Mercy into action every day
and making a difference in so many lives. In
2013, Cathy was publicly acknowledged as
one of the 125 Women and Men of Mercy for
the 125th Anniversary of the establishment of
the Sisters of Mercy at Parramatta.
Cathy has been a foster carer for preadoptive babies since 2003. She has taken
care of 18 babies to date and has given
selflessly of her love and time to these
children at a time when they need it most.
She was presented with the Government of
New South Wales Community Service Award
by Premier Morris Iemma in 2006.
Cathy has been a fundamental pillar of Saint
Martha’s Parish for over 40 years and has
been involved in the ministries of the Word
and Eucharist, leadership of the weekly
prayer group, the RCIA program, the Prayer
and Bereavement Group, Playgroup and
has undertaken Pastoral Associate Duties.
Cathy was presented with a Papal Blessing
in 2013 in recognition of her services to Saint
Martha’s Parish.

Ex-student Doctor Speaks to
Year 12 Students
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During a Pastoral Care lesson this Semester,
Year 12 had the opportunity to listen to Dr
Annemarie Christie, Alumnae of OLMC
(Johnston, Class of 1988). Annemarie
has recently been appointed the Director
of the Sydney Child Health Program at
Westmead Hospital. She spoke to the girls
about navigating health related issues after
leaving school.
2019/2020 SRC President Yvette Roque
said Dr Christie’s talk was in many ways
very informative and very comforting: “She
not only enlightened us about our health
beyond the school gates, but she also
reminded us that it is important to take care
of our health in these final days of Year 12.”

Cathy ran a registered playgroup for
grandparents with grandchildren (The
Strathfield Sunflowers) for 11 years on a
voluntary basis. She is also a volunteer at
St John of God Hospital in Burwood where
she looks after babies of mothers while they

attend programs and counselling groups.
Cathy was an International Lactation Board
Consultant (ILBC) between 1992-2016.
Congratulations to Cathy on this amazing
achievement!

OLMC Alumnae Discusses Research Partnership
Louise Koelmeyer (McGovern, Class of 1986) is the Director of the Australian Lymphoedema
Education, Research and Treatment (ALERT) Program, in the Department of Clinical
Medicine at Macquarie University. She was recently featured on Channel 10 to discuss
a new research partnership between Genesis Care and Macquarie University which will
significantly help cancer patients with lymphoedema. 
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OLMC Alumnae
Vale
Sister Pauline Smith rsm (Class of 1949)
24 October 1932 – 7 November 2020
Pauline Smith RSM, who would be
remembered by many at OLMC, died
peacefully on 7 November 2020.
Throughout her religious life, Pauline
placed her great talents at the service of
Religious and the wider Church through
her roles of leadership, education and
the advancement of the rightful place of
women in the Church. As a mentor and
canonical consultant, Pauline was greatly
appreciated for her generosity, balance,
wisdom and insight.
A talented musician and linguist, and a
renowned multi-tasker, Pauline spent some
years teaching at OLMC Parramatta and
OLMC Burraneer before pursuing what was
to be her life commitment to furthering the
role of women and laity in the Church.
OLMC Alumnae member, Kerrie Walshaw,
captures something of Pauline when she
says: “I have such wonderful memories of
Pauline or Sister Ligouri as she was then,
in my senior years at OLMC. Pauline was
both an inspiring Mathematics teacher
and a great role model who certainly
challenged me to achieve far more than
I thought I could. She not only gave me a
love of Mathematics but also challenged
me as a young woman to consider
different options.”
In 1979, Pauline gained a Master’s Degree
in Church Administration from the Canon
Law Department of the Catholic University

of America, Washington DC, where her
major research paper was titled The
Implications of the Right of Women to
Respect as a Human Person in the Life
of the Church. Later, Pauline returned to
Washington to gain a Licentiate in Canon
Law (JCL), awarded in 1993.
In the 1980s, Pauline played a significant
part in the journey towards unification of the
17 groups of Sisters of Mercy in Australia.
As Executive Director of the Conference
of Sisters of Mercy of Australia, she was a
member of the Planning Committee for the
First National Chapter. Subsequently, she
was elected for six years to the National
Executive Council of the newly formed
Institute of Sisters of Mercy of Australia
(ISMA) alongside Dorothy Campion rsm,
President, and Margaret McGovern rsm.
From 1986 to 1992, Pauline served as
Leader of her Congregation of Sisters of
Mercy, Parramatta.
In 1984, the Conference of Major Superiors
of Australia, forerunner of the CRA,
established a National Council for Women
in the Australian Church (WATAC), with
the aim of raising awareness of the role
of women in the Catholic Church. Pauline
Smith was appointed Convenor of the
WATAC National Council and served on
its national and state committees. In 1985,
she was nominated by the major Superiors
of Women’s Religious Institutes to be part

Mary Farrugia
(O’Connor, 1972)

REST IN PEACE

14 October 1954 –
6 September 2020

Irene Mary Elizabeth Adams (Dwyer, 1946)

Mary was a lovely, gentle
woman who was a very talented
Mathematician and spent many
years as a much loved Maths
teacher. Mary was a dedicated
mother to four children and a
devoted sister to Robyn Nostalgi
(Farrugia, 1986).

Pauline was appointed to the role of
Associate Vicar for Religious in the Diocese
of Parramatta in 1994, a role she held for
several years.
Pauline is survived by her sister, Margaret
rsj and her brothers Tom and Patrick and
their families. She was pre-deceased by
her siblings Therese rsm, John Venard fms,
Mary rsj, Leonie, Rita and Gerard.
A requiem Mass for Pauline Smith RSM
was held in the Mother Mary Clare Dunphy
Chapel on 26 November 2020.

Merryn Bertus (McKelvey, 1983)
Mary Casey (1957)
Eileen Kelly (Gillin, 1964)
Kathryn Owens (Byrne, 1975)
Frances Lewis (McMahon, 1953)
Mary Harte (Cunningham, 1949)
Sophie McGrath rsm (Sister Sophia, 1949)
Patricia Lindner rsm (1946)
Maureen James rsm (Sister Chanel, 1946)
Elizabeth McGriffin (1967)
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Close friend
Laura Carollo (Nostalgi, 1972)

of the official delegation of 20 women from
Australia to Forum 85, an international
conference held in Nairobi, Kenya to mark
the end of the UN Decade for Women.
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